Infants' direct interactions with caregivers have been shown to powerfully influence social and cognitive development. In contrast, little is known about the cognitive influence of social contexts beyond the infant's immediate interactions with others, for example, the communities in which infants live. The current study addressed this issue by asking whether neighborhood linguistic diversity predicts infants' propensity to learn from diverse social partners. Data were taken from a series of experiments in which 19-month-old infants from monolingual, English-speaking homes were tested in paradigms that assessed their tendency to imitate the actions of an adult who spoke either English or Spanish. Infants who lived in more linguistically diverse neighborhoods imitated more of the Spanish speaker's actions. This relation was observed in two separate datasets and found to be independent from variation in infants' general imitative abilities, age, median family income and population density. These results provide novel evidence suggesting that infants' social learning is predicted by the diversity of the communities in which they live.
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Introduction
Social environments powerfully shape early cognitive development. A large body of research has demonstrated that infants' immediate social interactions with parents, teachers or caregivers influence diverse cognitive achievements, including language learning (e.g., Hoff, 2003; Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Cymerman, & Levine, 2002; Rowe, 2012) , spatial cognition (e.g., Pruden, Levine, & Huttenlocher, 2011), theory of mind (e.g., Meins et al., 2002) , number knowledge (e.g., Levine, Suriyakham, Rowe, Huttenlocher, & Gunderson, 2010), and culturallyspecified practices (see Rogoff, Paradise, Mejía Arauz, Correa-Chávez, & Angelillo, 2003) . In contrast, little is known about the cognitive influence of social contexts beyond the infant's immediate interactions with others. Dominant perspectives on early social cognitive development have stressed the central importance of infants' direct interactions with social partners (e.g., Carpendale & Lewis, 2004; Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Dunn, 1988; Tomasello, 1998) , and consequently there has been little investigation of the influence that distal social contexts may have. Nevertheless, infants routinely experience their broader neighborhood environment, for example, at the park, on the bus, or in the supermarket. Do these experiences affect their social cognitive development? In the current study, we investigated this issue by asking whether neighborhood linguistic diversity affects infants' propensity to learn from diverse social partners.
One way in which neighborhood demographics could influence young learners is by shaping their openness to social informants. Recent findings indicate that infants and young children are discriminating social learners-they resist attending to and taking information from foreign or http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2014.08.002 0010-0277/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
